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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we shall consider the following nth order ordinary differen- 
tial equation 
XC”) = .f( t, x) (1.1) 
together with the right focal point boundary conditions 
x”‘(a) = Ai, O,ci<k- 1, 
x”)(h) = Bi, k$j<n--1, 
(1.2) 
where n 2 2, 1 <k <n - 1 is fixed. In (l.l), x stands for (x, x’, . . . . x(q)), 
O<q<n - 1 and the function f is assumed to be continuous on 
[a, b] x R4+’ 
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The above problem ( 1.1 ), ( 1.2) known as a right focal point boundary 
value problem has attracted many workers [l-4, and the references 
therein] mainly because its particular cases find several applications in 
engineering [ 11. In general, the analytical solution of (1.1 ), (1.2) even when 
f is linear and independent of (x’, x”, . . . . xC4)) cannot be determined. Faced 
with this difficulty we resort to numerical methods and in [ 1, 3,4] several 
iterative and shooting type methods have been examined. The purpose of 
this paper is to provide sufficient conditions so that the Picard iterative 
scheme for the boundary value problem (1.1 ), ( 1.2) converges 
monotonically to the solution of the problem. For this, we need a sequence 
of lemmas which are stated in Section 2. The main result is in Section 3, 
whereas in Section 4 we provide an example which illustrates the usefulness 
of our result. Obviously, from the computational point of view monotone 
convergence has superiority over ordinary convergence and several 
monotonic iterative schemes for different problems have been developed 
and analyzed in the recent monograph [6]. 
2. SOME BASIC LEMMAS 
LEMMA 2.1 [2, 31. Green’s funcfion gk(t, s) of the boundary value 
problem 
x(“) = 0 
x(‘)(a)=O,O<i<k-- 1 
x”‘(b)=O, k<jbn- 1 
can be written as 
(t-a)‘(a-s)XP’-‘, s<f 
(2.1) 
sat 
and 
(-l)“~kg~)(t,.r)>O A , O<i<k 
(-l)“~‘g~‘(t,s)>O A 3 k+ldi<n-1 
on[a, b] x [a, b], where gp)(t, s) denotes the ith derivative a’g,(t, s&W. 
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LEMMA 2.2 [2, 31. The unique polynomial of degree (n - 1) satisfying 
(1.2) is 
i 
P~-~(l)=k~l~~i+n-~-l(,~o (k+i), (j-i)! Bk+j. (2.2) 
i-0 ’ j=O 
LEMMA 2.3. Let (E, < ) be a partially ordered space and x0 d y. be two 
elements of E. [x0, yo] denotes the interval (x~ E: x0 <xb y,}. Let T: 
[x0, yo] -+ E be an isotone operator (T(x) < T(y), whenever x d y) and let it 
possess the properties 
0) x0 G Wo) 
(ii) the (nondecreasing) sequence { T”(x,)}, where T”(xo) =x0, 
Tm+ ‘(x0) = T[T”‘(x,)] for each m = 0, 1, . . . is weZl defined, i.e., Tm(xo) 6 y. 
for each natural m 
(iii) the sequence { Tm(xo)} has sup x E E, i.e., T”(x,) 7 x 
(iv) T”+‘(x,)T T(x). 
(i)’ T(Yo) d YO 
(ii)’ the (nondecreasing) sequence { Tm(yo)} is well defined, i.e., 
T”( yo) B x0 for each natural m 
(iii)’ the sequence ( Tm( yo) f has inf y E E, i.e., T”( yo) 1 y 
(iv)’ Tmt’(yo) 1 T(Y). 
Then, x = T(x) and for any other fixed point z E [x0, y,] of T, x < z is 
true. (Then, y = T(y) andfor any other fixed point z E [x0, y,] of T, z < y is 
valid.) 
Moreover, if T possesses both properties (i) and (i)‘, then the sequences 
iTYxo)l, IT”) are well dejked and ly, further, T has the properties 
(iii), (iii)’ and (iv), (iv)’ then 
xi, < T(x,) < ... d T”(x,) d ... <x 
<y< ... 6 T”(yo) < -.. 6 T(y,) < yo 
and x = T(x), y = T(y); also any other fixed point z E [x0, yo] satisfies 
x<z< y. 
Proof: This lemma is stated in [7] and its proof is based on 
Viswanatham’s lemma [9] and an existence theorem due to Bange [S]. 
LEMMA 2.4 [8]. Let M>O and {x,,,(t)} be a sequence of functions in 
@)[a, b] such that Ix,(t)\ GM and \xk)(t)l GM for all m. Then, there 
exists a subsequence {x,,Jt)} such that {x!&,(t)} converges uniformly on 
[a,b] for each i, O<i<n-1. 
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In the space @)[a, b] we shall consider the norm 1(x(1 = 
maXOGiGy imaxaGrGb ~x(“(t)~}. Define an operator T: @‘[a, b] -+ 
C’“‘[a, b] as 
(2.3) 
where gk( t, S) and P, _ i(t) are defined in (2.1) and (2.2), respectively. 
LEMMA 2.5. The mapping T defined in (2.3) from Ccq)[a, b] into itself is 
continuous and compact. 
Prooj The proof is quite standard. 
3. THE MAIN RESULT 
In the space C@“[a, b] we shall introduce a partial ordering. For this, we 
need to consider the following four cases 
(i) n is even, k is odd 
(ii) n is even, k is even 
(iii) n is odd, k is odd 
(iv) n is odd, k is even. 
We shall consider only the case (i), whereas results for the other three 
cases can be stated analogously. For x, y E @‘)[a, b] we say that x < y 
if and only if x”‘(t) < y(‘)(t), 0 < i < k or k < i (odd) < q; y(‘)(t) <x(‘)(t), 
k<i(even)<q for all ?E [a, b]. Thus, from Lemma2.1, gf)(t, s)<O if 
O<i<k or k<i(odd)<q and g(‘)(t,s)aO if k<i(even)<q for all a<s, 
t < b. 
In our main result, we need the existence of a lower and an upper 
solution of (1.1) which are defined as follows: We call a function 
4~ (?“‘[a, b] a lower solution of (1.1) provided 
i’“‘(t) 2 f(t, $(t)), t E [a, b]. 
Similarly, a function tcf E C(“)[a, b] is called an upper solution of ( 1.1) if 
P’(t) 6 f(k v(r)), t E [a, b]. 
THEOREM 3.1. With respect to the boundary value problem (1.1 ), (1.2) 
assume that n is even, k is odd, and the function f(t, x0, x,, ..,, xy) is non- 
increasing in xi for all 0 Q i < k, k < i (odd) < q and nondecreasing in xi for 
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all k < i (eoen) < q. Further, let there exist lower and upper solutions x0(t), 
ye(t) of (1.1) such that 
x0 G Yo (3.1) 
and 
(3.2) 
where pn-l,xo(t) and P,- I,yo(f) are the polynomials of degree (n - 1 ), 
satisfying 
PtL ,,,,(a) = xg’(a), O<idk- 1; 
P;’ ,,,&b) = xX’(b), k<i<n-1 
and 
PC’ ,. Ja) = yijYb), Odi<k- 1; 
p:’ ,, $J) = Yb”(b), k<idn-1, 
respectively. Then, the sequences {x,}, {y,}, where x,,,(t), and y,(t) are 
defined by the iterative schemes 
x,+,(t)=P,~,(t)+lbg*(f,s)f(s,x~(~))ds 
u 
~m+,(t)=P,,(t)+~~ gdft ~)fb, Y,(S)) & m=O, 1, . . . 
a 
are well defined and {x,} converges to an element XE C?‘[a, b], {y,} 
converges to an element y E C(q)[a, b] (the convergence being in the norm of 
@‘[a b]) Further 3 . 
x,<x, < ... <xx, < ... <x 
dy<...by ,d '..<.Y,<Y,, 
x(t) and y(t) are solutions of (l.l), (1.2) and each solution z(t) of this 
problem which is such that z E [x0, yo] satisfies x <z < y. 
Proof First, we shall show that the operator T defined in (2.3) is 
isotone. For this, let x, y E C?[a, b] and x < y, then from the partial 
ordering x(j)(s) d y”‘(s); 0 < i < k or k < i (odd) <q, s E [a, b] and 
y”‘(s) < x”‘(s); k < i (even) < q, s E [a, b], and hence from the monotonic 
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property off, we havef(s, y(s)) <f(s, x(s)), s E [a, b]. Thus, from the sign 
property of the Green’s function (Lemma 2.1) it follows that 
&y(c s) As, x(s)) ~d’(~, $1 f(SY Y(S)) forall O,<i<kor 
k<i(odd),<q;s,tE[a,b] 
and 
l$‘(f, s) fh x(s)) 
a$$‘(& s) f(s, Y(S)) for all k < i (even) ,< q; s, f E [a, b]. 
From these inequalities T(x) < 7’(y) is obvious, and this completes the 
proof of T being isotone. 
Next, since x0(l) is a lower solution, for 0 < i $ k or k < i (odd) < q, we 
have 
x&q 1) = p(iL n l,,,(t) + Jb g:vt, 3) x(;)(s) ds cl 
< Pi’ , (t ) + J b gk’( t, s) f(s, x0(s)) ds a 
= T”‘(x,)( r). 
This together with the inverse inequality for k < i (even) < q implies that 
x0 < T(x,) in C”‘)[a, b]. The inequality T(y,) 6 y, can be proved 
analogously. Thus, the conditions (i) and (i)’ of Lemma 2.3 hold and, in 
conclusion, the sequences { Tn(xO)}, { P(y,)} are well defined. 
Since T”(x,) = T( T”- ‘(x0)), we have Tm(x,J=x, and T”(y,)= ym. 
For each i, 0 < i < k or k < i (odd) < q the sequence {xi)(t) 1 is nondecreas- 
ing and bounded from above by yf)(t), I E [a, b]. Also, for each i, k < 
i (even) < q the sequence {x%)(t)} is nonincreasing and bounded from below 
by yf)(t), t E [a, 61. A similar argument holds for the sequences {y:)(t) >. 
Hence, in conclusion the sequences (xi)(t)}, {y:)(t)), 0 < i< q are 
uniformly bounded on [a, b]. 
Now, on using the above monotonicity properties, it is easy to verify 
that y6”)(t) G f(t, y,(t)) <x,+ 1 (n) (t) < f(t, x,(t)) < xbm)(t), t E [a, b] for all m. 
A similar argument holds for the sequence {y%)(t)}. Hence, the sequences 
(X’“‘Wl~ {Y!?W~ are also uniformly 
LeLma 2.4 there exist subsequences {x(‘) 
bounded on [a, b]. Thus, from 
m(j)(t)}, (yyj)(t)}, 0 < i G 4, which 
converge uniformly on [a, b]. However, since for each i the sequences 
{x$(t)>, {Y!m) are monotonic, we conclude that the whole sequences 
(Xnm (urn(t)> converge uniformly to some x(t), y(t) such that x, 
y E C’q)[a, b], i.e., T’“(x,) t x and T’“(y,) 1 y. 
Finally, from the continuity of T (Lemma 2.5), it is obvious that 
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T”+ ‘(x0) = T( T”(x,)) r T(x) and Tmfl(y,,)= T(T”(y,))L T(y). Hence, 
the conditions of Lemma 2.3 are satisfied and the conclusions of 
Theorem 3.1 follow. 
4. AN EXAMPLE 
Consider the boundary value problem 
xU = - xzp + ’ + t (p a positive integer) (4.1) 
x(0) = 0, x’(l)= 1. (4.2) 
Obviously, n = 2 is even and k = 1 is odd, and the function f(t, x) = 
- xzp + ’ + t is nonincreasing in x. 
For the function x0(t) = t( t - 1 ), we have 
x;;(t)=23t-[t(t-l)]*~+‘=-X~~+‘(t)+t, O<t<l, 
and hence it is a lower solution of (4.1). 
Similarly, for ye(t) = t, we find 
y;;(t)=O<t-12p+l= -yip+l(t)+ t, O<t<l 
and so it is an upper solution of (4.1). 
Next, the inequality (3.1) which reduces to x0(t) = t( t - 1) d t = yO( t), 
O<t< 1, is obvious. Further, since P,P,(t)=P,P,,,,(t) = P,-,,,(t)=r 
the inequality (3.2) is also satisfied. Thus, x0(t) = t( t - 1) and ye(t) = r 
satisfy all the conditions of Theorem 3.1 for the boundary value problem 
(4.1), (4.2). Since, the Green’s function gk(tr s) for the boundary value 
problem (4.1) (4.2) is 
the iterative schemes 
--t I(s- s x?+‘(s)) ds I (4.3) 
--t s ,’ (s- y$‘+l(s)) ds 
m=o, 1, . . . (4.4) 
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converge monotonically to the solutions x(t), y(t) of the boundary value 
problem (4.1), (4.2). Moreover, t(t- 1)6x(t)< y(l)< t, tE [O, 13. 
In Tables I and II for p = 1 and 2, we provide numerical results which 
justify our claim of monotonic convergence. For the computation of all 
integrals appearing in (4.3), (4.4) we use the simple trapezoidal rule with 
the step size h = A. From the tables it is apparent that for p = 1 and 2 the 
boundary value problem (4.1), (4.2) has a unique solution between t(t - 1) 
and t as it should be (cf. [ 11). 
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